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Choroi achoroi 
The Athenian politics of tragic choral identity 
Sheila Murnaghan 
The quest for tragedy's fifth-century Athenian identity naturally leads to the 
chorus. Despite the presence of individual actors, tragedy was still a form of 
choral performance, both in institutional terms, as recent work on the 
financing of choruses has underscored, 1 and in terms of popular understand­
}ing. As Peter Wilson puts it, 'Stopped on his way to the tragic competitions of 
e City Dionysia and asked where he was headed, the average classical 
thenian in the street would very probably have replied "es chorous' ("to 
e choruses") ... '. 2 The chorus is key to what the community that produced 
d witnessed tragedy saw itself as doing: honouring Dionysus with collective 
ging and dancing. Within the plays themselves, the chorus's collective voice 
apt medium for expressing the values and perspectives of that commu­
For critics seeking to highlight tragedy's engagement with communal 
ems rather than its portrayal of unique or transcendent individual 
rience, the chorus is an obvious place to turn. 
;e role of the tragic chorus as a reflection of the Athenian community 
plicated, however, by the innovation that defined Athenian drama 
it apart from other choral performances: the use of mimesis, which 
to choruses as well as to actors. Choruses are less fully in character 
e actors, so that Aristotle saw the chorus's participation in the myth as 
· g that had to be insisted on: 'the chorus must be understood as
e actors and must be part of the whole and share in the action'
£ ,w0ai) (Arist. Poet. l 456a25-7). But even as they remain a group of
d dancers, chorus members take on a role in the myth that, in most
has benefited from the comments of audiences at Reading, and at the University of 
University of Pennsylvania. 
000). 2 Wilson (2005), 183.






















